Pre-Report race 3 in Trier 2018 - „Renncenter Trier“
Next weekend we will have the final race of the 4th “LMP Pro Series” season. Traditional we will
drive this race in Trier on “Treveris-Ring”. This track, with its really fast and also slower technical
sections, is absolutely cult.
For the race we have the inscription from 18 teams with 40 drivers.
The official time schedule is valid and can be found on our homepage under “documents”.
Nevertheless, at 8 p.m. all cars have to be ready in the parc ferme.
After material handout and warm-up the technical inspection follows. Please provide the filled out
"technical inspection" sheet to quicken the technical inspection.
As mentioned in the FAQ, the DoSlot 27Shore rear wheels will be given out with a diameter of
27,3mm with a tolerance of +0,1mm.
All JK Retro Hawk motors are carefully pre-selected and are equal as possible.
After the race, rear wheels and motors are property of the teams.
Like every year in Trier, we will have certainly some surprise in the results again. Next to the race
result the teams will try to collect as many points as possible for the championship.
After two victories in a row “PQ” should be a favourite. Last year Sebastian and Christian were not
so good in Trier. This year there is no time for more practice then Friday, so to estimate the result
is difficult. Unintended “PQ2” missed the last race. It will be curious to watch if Kai-Ole and
Konstantin can tie on there good form from Mülheim.
The next candidate for the race victory is “No Limits”. After a great 3rd position in the last race,
Alex, Chris, Janine and Peter will be even more strong this race.
At least “Hobby2000 by D&G” and “Jägerteam” will fight for a top three result. Cedric, Didier and
Gilles drive a strong season, with a 2nd place in Liége as highlight. Daniel, Joachim and Yannick
are always fast and naturally especially on their local track.
“Hobby2000 Junior”, “GP-Slotracing” and “LemUa Racing” are obviously motivated. All three
teams fight for a top six championship position.
For “Sloefspeed 1+2” the season went not according plan, but in Trier they are fast every year!
Chris, for “MAC Racing by Joker”, is not able to show. Lienhard will be the new team-mate from
Marcel. “RCT1” reinforce the team with Ralph Seif. Maybe the team with the biggest chance for a
“surprise”.

“Slotracing Mülheim2” and “SRCB” are nearly impossible to estimate. Both teams have a great
potential, if they are able to bring all together for the race.
For “el.DudeF.A.R.T”, “Slot4000 – Dephi” and “Hot Wheel Slotracing”, next to the race result, one
task will be making as many experiences as possible.
Experience has “Red Bucket Racing” with Peter and Martin, the boss himself, enough.
We will have an exciting weekend.
See you all soon for the final „LMP Pro Series“ race 2018.
As usual, we run a facebook liveticker which can bee seen even without Facebook account under:
https://www.facebook.com/lmpproseriesliveticker

